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The Minister’s Letter
Dear Friends,
Grace and Peace to you!
A B I G Thank you once again for all
the ways in which you are sharing
faith, love and hope to support one
another in this season. It is such a great
blessing to see/hear you all as we
gather to worship God together in spirit
and truth online (and telephone) in various
ways.
The Lent Bible studies have been really well
attended. Each session has offered a chance to
engage with God’s heart on mental health reminding us that we are VALUED, CARED FOR and
LISTENED TO by the maker of the universe and the
skies.
If you haven’t had the chance, please join us whenever you
can - it’s never too late!
In a few weeks time we will start Holy Week by turning our
clocks forward one hour on the 28th March 2021 at 1am. This
strikes me as something poignant and important to take notice
of as this same date is Palm Sunday. We will SPRING forward
and FALL back into the final curtain of Lent.
For those with the Walking towards Easter together pack, I
hope you have enjoyed the daily wondering questions and
reflections.
We very recently celebrated the World Day of Prayer 2021. The
theme for this year was built on a strong foundation based
upon the reading from Matthew 7: 24-27 which tells the story of
the house build upon the rock.
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I invite you to take part in the reading and meditation below:
Reading
“Everyone then who hears these words of mine and acts on
them will be like a wise man who built his house on rock. The
rain fell, the floods came, and the winds blew and beat on
that house, but it did not fall, because it had been founded
on rock. And everyone who hears these words of mine and
does not act on them will be like a foolish man who built his
house on sand. The rain fell, and the floods came, and the
winds blew and beat against that house, and it fell—and
great was its fall!”
Matthew 7:24-27 NRSV
Meditation
This parable is a story of comparison and warning. Jesus offers
us an example of how our choices can affect our lives. We now
have a time of silent meditation for inner reflection.
pause.
Sometimes we are beaten by winds and storms in every corner
of our lives. Due to our deep faith in Jesus we find ourselves still
standing.
What are the storms in your life today?
pause.
How is your faith providing a solid foundation for you?
pause.
Jesus says: ‘Everyone then who hears these words of mine and
acts on them will be like a wise man’. We are very good at
acting.
But do we hear? Do we listen?
What practices in prayer help you hear and listen closely to the
Word of God?
pause.
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The parable presenters us a choice: to be like a wise person or
a foolish one.
Do we listen to his words and act on them, or ignore them and
let them wash over us? Our lives reflect the choices we make.
Our legacy is the action we take.
How can we, through our choices and actions, live wisely?
pause.
[Bible Reflection from Build on a Strong Foundation, World
Day of Prayer 2021 Booklet]
Both the theme and meditation really spoke to me, I invite you
also to pause and reflect deeply on the questions raised by the
women of the scattered Islands of Vanuatu during this Lenten
period. To hear and respond to the words that Jesus spoke is
living out the Gospel and being on the firmest foundation there
is, the promises of God!
Ignoring what Jesus said results in a life without foundation,
without the presence of God.
It reminds of Psalm 127:1 “Unless the Lord builds the house,
those who build it labour in vain. Unless the Lord guards the
city, the guard keeps watch in vain.”
As we begin to think about what may happen after Lent, after
this season of Lockdown.
May we continue to trust in the author and finisher of our faith,
in the chief cornerstone, in the firmest foundation there is...
Yours in Christ,
Rev. Stephen Ansa-Addo
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Family News
As we continue to pray for everyone affected in any way by
the coronavirus outbreak, we remember particularly any who
are still struggling to come to terms with fear or anxiety. We
pray for those involved in education, as they make plans for
schools to reopen, and we continue to pray for all key workers
and those in the health
service.
We congratulate Thelma
Butler,
who
has
celebrated 70 years of
membership at Park.
We have delivered a
certificate to Thelma, and
send her our love, praying
that God will continue to
bless her and her family.
We congratulate Park
Friendship Club on its
remarkable
Platinum
Anniversary, celebrating
70 years of service to the
church
and
the
community through its
Tuesday
afternoon
meetings.
We give thanks for those
who founded the club
and pray for God’s
blessing on all the current
members, including Joan
Pearson, who has done so
much to sustain the club in recent years.
We give thanks for the work of REinspired, following their
successful catch-up morning with volunteers in February; and
we ask for God’s blessing on all the team leaders as they
explore the way forward.
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Several from Park are involved with REinspired, and it is good to
know that the work of reaching out to local schools is
continuing, with sessions adapted to embrace the technology
of online learning.
We give thanks for the children, young people and leaders
involved in our Rainbows, Brownies and Guides at Park, and our
thoughts are with all those around the world who recently have
been celebrating World Thinking Day.
We congratulate Maureen Plummer, who celebrated a
milestone birthday on Thursday March 4th, and we ask that
God will bless Maureen and Mick and their family at this special
time.
We pray for those who mourn, remembering particularly all
who knew Dan Smith, who has died from the coronavirus at the
age of 34. Dan was the son of Michael Smith, who, with his
parents Ron and Barbara, grew up at Park and was a member
of the Youth Club in the 1970’s. Dan was well-known nationally
as an American Football coach and he will be sadly missed by
many in the sporting community. We pray for all his family and
friends at this time.
We also pray for the family of Terry Smale, husband of Jennifer
Curtis. Terry, who was internationally renowned for his collection
of cacti and succulent plants, died recently after a short illness
and operation. His wife, Jennifer, grew up at Park and is the
sister-in-law of Mick Stocks. Our thoughts and prayers are with
all the Curtis family as they come to terms with this sad loss.
Several members and friends from Hungerford are grieving the
loss of loved ones and others from the Hungerford community.
We have been asked to pray for the families of Jack Williams
and Tony Barry, also for Margaret and her brother Peter
following the death of Margaret’s sister-in-law.
We continue to pray for our former minister, Rev Michael
Jackson, following his emergency operation in Carlisle Hospital.
Liz thanks everyone at Park for their good wishes and for the
flowers received and tells us that Mike is getting stronger and
sends his love to everyone.
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We also continue to pray for all who are affected by ill-health,
recovering from, or receiving treatment, including Ruth Clark,
who has fractured her arm. We pray for Ruth’s speedy
recovery.
We also pray for Bob and Andrea Dewing, Renne and Bert
Ewen; Linda Adkins; Dave and Jenny Jones; and Thelma Butler.
From Hungerford URC Evelyn and Tony have asked for prayers
for Tom, who has broken parts of his spine in a car accident.
We continue to remember Jo, Abi and Hannah McMahon, and
Anne Smith’s friend Jim Bracey; and we also pray for Barbara
Barr, Nelish Gohil, and Peter, as well as Carol Hobson, Maureen
Bull and her family, Joy Little’s family, Yolande Hadden and
Chris Cragg.
Lord, in your mercy ……. Hear our Prayer
Carrie

Ways to Contact Stephen
Mobile:

07835 810424 (preferred)

Phone:

0118 996 4533

email:

minister@parkurc.org.uk
minister@parkandhungerfordurcs.org.uk
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Fairtrade at Park and Hungerford
Fairtrade Fortnight, which runs from 22nd
February to 8th March, helps us to revisit
our thinking about this essential element of
our Christian responsibility to some of the
poorest of the world.
We signalled its importance by making it a
fairly central element in our service at Park on Sunday 21st
February and then there was the well-attended coffee
morning on Wednesday 24th.
The commitment to Fairtrade has been at Park for many years
when the Church Meeting made the decision to adopt the
principles of the organisation and to use fairly traded products
for refreshments and catering from then onwards. This goes
along with the fact that Reading has been a Fairtrade Town for
many years.
Not only is Fairtrade about better prices for producers but also
decent working conditions, local sustainability, and fair terms of
trade for farmers and workers in the developing world.
This is achieved by requiring companies to pay sustainable
prices, which must never fall lower than the market price.
Fairtrade tackles the injustices of conventional trade, which
traditionally discriminates against the most vulnerable, who are
usually the poorest in the world. Fairtrade sets social, economic
and environmental standards for both companies and the
farmers and workers who grow the food we take for granted.
For farmers and workers the standards include protection of
workers’ rights and the environment, for companies they
include the payment of the Fairtrade Minimum Price and an
additional Fairtrade Premium to invest in business or community
projects of the community’s choice.
This often includes education for the children or improved
water supplies, which is particularly important due to the
effects of climate change.
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These principles are at the heart of Fairtrade’s mission and
activities, working to support strong, flourishing producer
organisations and enabling democratic decision-making by
farmers and workers on their business and community
development. Also, where women are not marginalised and
children not the subject of ‘slave labour’.
So, you can see that with Fairtrade as individuals we have the
power to change the world every day. With simple shopping
choices you can get farmers a better deal; it may be a little
more expensive but the benefits are great.
This means that poor farmers can make their own decisions,
control their future and lead the dignified life everyone
deserves.
This is what Fairtrade does. It is a simple way to make a
difference to the lives of the people who grow the things we
love.
Chris Gayford
N.B. Gaye Rees has lists and prices of Fairtrade products; if you
contact her she can order things for you.
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Our Thanks to the Gardeners!
Our thanks to the gardeners, particularly to Alan, who have
kept the church garden looking presentable during these
lockdown times.

Alan has been working extremely hard most Saturday’s on the
church garden and he has made a big difference.
Unfortunately, what with one thing and another, the garden
has not received the full TLC it requires for a number of years
now, so Alan has been carefully and lovingly coaxing it back
into some sort of order.
You will see from the photo that Alan has made great strides in
improving the roses, both the climbing roses on the trellis, and
the memorial garden rose bed. The soil in the bed had
become compacted and stale, so he has taken up the bark
mulch and redistributed it, taken up the membrane and taken
it to the tip, and lugged by hand 11 bags of well-rotted horse
manure to improve the soil. Thank you so much Alan!
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A Day in the Life of an Emergency Department Nurse
The piece has been written by Claire Scott, the youngest
daughter of Chris
and
Yvette
Gayford,
who
some at Park will
remember as a
youngster.
Claire
has now left the
RBH and taken a
post
as
Lead
Practice Nurse in
the Hungerford GP
surgery,
so
our
Hungerford friends
may see her there.
Claire has written this
in response to Park’s Christmas donation to the RBH charity.
5 am - I’m woken by my alarm, the house is quiet, husband and
children sleeping even the dog fails to raise his head. I live
some distance from the RBH so need to allow plenty of time to
travel in for my shift starting at 7am.
6:45 am - I arrive at the hospital, park and change into my
hospital scrubs and head into the hand-over area and join the
team for the day. Most nurses work 12.5 hour shifts and today
we should have 23 nurses on shift unfortunately due to current
levels of sickness we only have 20.
It is mid-February and for the past year we have been working
very differently due to the Covid pandemic. Work life in ED has
been particularly tough over the winter months especially over
this most recent lock-down. There have been daily changes
and challenges to the way we have to work.
7 am - we have a brief senior meeting to allocate staff through
the department and look at trust bed status, any patients who
are very unwell or have challenging behaviour in the
department. The team is then allocated accordingly. This is not
an easy task and needs careful thought.
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I am allocated as Nurse in Charge NIC coordinator for the
morning then senior nurse in the Covid Unit in the afternoon.
We say goodbye to the weary night team and the department
takes on a new energy for the day. The first hour in ED can
often feel quite calm and controlled with only 14 patients
currently in the department.
Senior management descend to check staffing and offer
support. The department quickly gains momentum and
ambulances start to roll in.
A hand-over nurse takes a triage from the crew and allocates
to the most appropriate part of the department.
The department is split into Resus for the very unwell patient.
Majors A non-Covid patients requiring monitoring, Majors B
more non-Covid patients lower acuity. Covid unit for any
patients with Covid or likely Covid, Little Cove for any
ambulatory Covid patients and the waiting room for patients
able to sit and wait.
Soon the ‘Red Phone’ begins to ring. This is a pre-alert from an
ambulance crew to inform the ED team of a pending patient
arrival requiring emergency treatment. As NIC I answer the
phone.
This is a young male on route with possible stroke. I alert the
stroke team via the crash bleep so emergency thrombosis can
be commenced in a timely manner when the patient arrives if
needed. Patient arrives and is very unwell requiring emergency
intubation and ITU involvement. The team arrive in minutes and
the patient is receiving optimum treatment very quickly.
As NIC it is my responsibility to work with the consultant in
charge to ensure the department targets are being met and
maintain patient flow and safety. Patients should remain in ED
for no more than 4 hours unless exceptional circumstances. By
3 hours each patient should have a plan in place, it is our
responsibility to chase doctors, results and beds for patients
and update the patient records.
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During Covid patient beds allocation has been more
challenging each patient requires a Covid swab result before
moving to the appropriate hot/cold ward with sometimes a 2-3
hour wait for swab results this can cause long delays.
I also have to ensure staff breaks are allocated and taken. The
phones are ringing almost constantly and the nurses’ station is
a hive of activity.
11:30 - there are 54 patients in the department and most of the
trolley spaces have been taken. Soon ambulances will be
queuing to offload patients into the department and the
juggling and plate-spinning continues.
12:30 - I hand over to another nurse and head to the staff room
for my much needed 45minute lunch break.
Returning refreshed from my lunch I spend the remainder of the
shift in our 8 bed Covid unit. My afternoon is a combination of
clinical nursing and coordination of this part of the department.
Being a Covid unit we wear full PPE, gown, FFP3 mask which is
very tight, visor, gloves and apron. This can make working
conditions very uncomfortable.
The patients who arrive are often very sick with low oxygen
levels requiring supplementary oxygen. Commonly people
present on day 8-10 of the infection when a secondary lower
lung infection starts to take hold. They are often quite scared
and feel alone as family members are not allowed in the
department in most cases.
We have learned a great deal about how to manage Covid in
the past year. A treatment protocol has been developed to
ensure effective prompt treatment for people who are unwell
with Covid infections and as a result people are improving
more quickly once the appropriate treatment is commenced
so much of the afternoon is spent ensuring patients have IV
antibiotics, steroids and fluids in a timely manner.
17:00 - we are all feeling weary 10 hours into the shift but the
team sprit pushes us on knowing we are nearly at the end and
the night team will be arriving in 2 hours time. The end is in sight!
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Fortunately, the flow of patients is good and today there is
good Covid bed capacity in the trust.
The two hours pass smoothly but we are very pleased to see
the cavalry arrive at 7pm.
19:30 - the day team is dismissed, physically and emotionally
exhausted we head home for a well-earned rest.
Claire Scott

Fairtrade American Date Cake
Here is the recipe from our Fairtrade coffee
morning:








6 oz (175g) self-raising flour
6 oz (175g) brown sugar (you can reduce
this to 4 if you prefer)
4 oz (110g) chopped dates
2oz (50g) glace cherries
3oz (75g) butter or cooking margarine
2 eggs
half a cup of milk

1. Cream the butter and sugar together and then beat the
eggs and add.
2. Add all the other ingredients and put in a greased and
floured shallow tin 7” x 12”.
3. Bake 180 for about 30 mins.
4. When cool, cut into squares.
I did make this as a loaf cake which is an option.
Eat and enjoy!
Gaye
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Black History Monthly
…because Black History is too important to leave until October!
'Black History Monthly' takes place on the 3rd Monday of each
month, 7.30-8.30pm via Zoom.
Each session will have a different emphasis - sometimes
focusing on and discussing an article or book, unpacking a film
we have watched, taking a dive into poetry from Black writers,
and maybe even sharing an eye-opening quiz - discovering
some of the many achievements we may not have realised
are attributable to Black people.
We are confident there will be something of value, interest,
and enjoyment for everyone.
It started on Monday 15th February, 2021: Ava DuVernay’s
Netflix Documentary about the woeful and unremitting effects
over 150 years of the exception clause in the Anti-slavery 13th
amendment to the U. S. Constitution. Currently, it’s available for
free viewing on YouTube.





15th March 7.30pm - The Kairos Document
19th April, 7.30-8.30pm - Immediate, not gradual,
abolition: Elizabeth Heyrick’s classic; 1824
17th May 7.30-8.30pm - Black voices speak out: Poems
21st June, 7.30-8.30pm - The Atlantic the case for
reparations.

Please check out the Flyer on:
https://urc.org.uk/latest-news/3717-urc-launches-black-historymonthly.html
Monthly Zoom link:
https://zoom.us/j/99060809545?pwd=YlFOR2k2TUozbmJiWVZPSk
xMQjNXUT09
Meeting ID: 990 6080 9545

Passcode: 264326
Enala Bhebhe

Racial Justice Advocate on behalf of The Legacies of Slavery task group
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Spring at Last!
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Park Guides
Park Guides have continued meeting
online on zoom this term and have
been working on the “Explore” skill builder.
We spent one meeting “exploring” space by star gazing (in our
gardens or out of our windows!) and representing constellation
patterns creatively in different ways including using cross stitch
and icing patterns of constellations on biscuits!
Another meeting we thought about exploring on foot, planned
journeys and made energy snacks to “take with us”. Peanut
butter and oat energy balls were particularly popular!
We spent our meetings in February thinking about guiding
around the world and locally. In one of our meetings, we went
on a “world tour” to Mexico, Madagascar, Uganda, India,
Switzerland and London visiting a different breakout room for
each place to learn about the guiding world centres from
people who had visited them; our guest speakers included the
county president of Berkshire guiding who told us about her visit
to India.
In another meeting we made thinking day cards to send to
local guiding and trefoil members. We also joined in with the
region thinking day virtual sleepover weekend where we
completed lots of other activities based on the world centre
countries; some of the favourite activities were baking Swiss
bread, making Swiss pancakes and Bollywood dancing!
We joined together on zoom for a virtual campfire in the
evening and two of the guides (Hannah and Emily) made their
guide promises. Some of the guides also attended Park's virtual
thinking day service on Zoom. Thank you to Clara and Siddhi
for doing the readings.
This term we have had our first Park guide complete the guide
Bronze award; congratulations to Millie for this achievement.
We will be continuing to meet on zoom for the rest of this term,
but are hoping to be able to have some meetings outdoors
next term.
Sarah
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Rainbows & Brownies
This term, both units have still been meeting weekly on Zoom,
and have been doing a variety of activities based around our
Theme Awards.
22The Rainbows have been really pleased that we have been
able to present our first Gold
Award to Issy. It was lovely that
we were able to make a short
video of the presentation to
show at our Thinking Day
Service.
Issy has worked hard to
achieve this and it will
hopefully inspire some of the
other Rainbows to do the
same! Some of the Brownies
have been working hard at
home too and it was great to award some Bronze and Silver
Awards at half term.
The highlight of this term for both the Rainbows and Brownies
was our World Thinking Day Virtual Sleepover weekend, which
was held at the end of half term. The event was organised by
our South West Region for all sections of Girlguiding, and Park
Rainbows and Brownies joined together on Zoom throughout
the weekend.
What a fantastic event it was! We started with an Opening
Ceremony at 10.00 on the Saturday morning and ended the
day with a virtual Campfire, followed by teddy talk, hot
chocolate and a bedtime story in the dens which many of the
girls had made to sleep in that night – all very exciting!
We renewed our Promise along with thousands of other girls first
thing on the Sunday morning, and finished with the Closing
Ceremony at 11.00am.
During the weekend, we were taken around the World to our
five Guiding Centres: Our Chalet - Switzerland, Our Cabana –
Mexico, Sangam – India, Pax Lodge – London and Kusafiri –
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Africa. We had a virtual tour of each of the centres and then
completed a variety of activities together on Zoom, based on
the different countries.
Our girls made Swiss skiers, milk bottle African elephants, edible
Mexican Sombrero hats, and London guardsmen bookmarks.
They also created their own henna hand designs, took part in a
quiz and even did some Bollywood dancing!
Some of the girls also decided in their own time to try some of
the other activities that were on offer, including preparing and
serving an English afternoon tea!
Here are some photos of the girls’ efforts:
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We are now looking forward to hopefully being able to meet
face-to-face again after Easter and getting back to do some
of the activities that have not been possible on Zoom.
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Just Vaccine Appeal
We wonder how many of us have been fortunate enough to
be offered the COVID vaccine - whether or not we have
decided to accept.
Many voices have been highlighting the inequalities exposed
by COVID. The COVID vaccine rollout is one latest example,
with many poorer nations and vulnerable communities having
no access to the vaccine or being charged up to four times
the price paid by European countries.
Christian Aid has invited the URC to partner with them in
addressing this disparity.
The Just Vaccine appeal encourages us to appreciate our own
opportunity to receive the vaccine by making a donation
enabling others to receive the vaccine too. Please see the link
below. Support if you can... and encourage others to do the
same.
https://events.tapsimple.org/page/christian-aid/unitedreformed-church-supporting-a-just-vaccine-rollout
Enala
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Covid-19 and Beyond
The Covid-19 impact on people and communities globally has
been huge. The impact goes far beyond controlling the virus. In
addition to excessive
loss of life, the damage
has seeped through
into almost every area
of life.
Education, NHS waiting
list, impact on physical
health due to long
Covid, nursing home
visitations,
loneliness
exacerbated by the lockdowns, damage to our mental health,
travel industry grounded, justice back log and loss of economy
for most individuals, business and governments.
The list is endless.
On the other hand, we have seen communities respond
positively to the challenges of Covid-19. Checking on each
other, kindness and appreciation for each other’s roles in the
community. Some people have embraced the use of
technology for worship. Hybrid services and blended learning
may become the norm.
The government has also done its part albeit not enough by
helping out with temporary furlough schemes and increasing
universal credit.
The road to recovery will need all of us to pull together, help
each other mentally and spiritually.
Impact on economy
The pandemic has decimated jobs and placed millions of
livelihoods at risk. As breadwinners lose jobs, fall ill and die, the
food security and nutrition of millions of families is under threat,
with those in low-income countries, particularly the most
marginalized populations, being hardest hit.
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These include small-scale farmers, indigenous peoples, workers
in the informal economy and in poorly protected and low-paid
jobs, including youth, older workers, migrants and care-workers.
For many, no income means no food or at best less food or less
nutritious food. Those who have lost jobs or furloughed with no
savings, have found themselves accruing debts to buy food,
pay bills and rent.
It is estimated that 6 million people in the United Kingdom have
been swept into debt as a result of Covid-19. Similarly, the UK
economy is equally affected, the government now has a
national debt of £2.1trillion, which is said to be at its highest
level since 1962 (JPIT webpage).
Impact on Health and Spirituality
Patients recovering from Covid-19 may face many challenges,
from physical symptoms such as shortness of breath, continued
loss of taste or smell, dizziness or headaches, to cognitive
symptoms including fatigue, nerve damage, brain fog, or
increased anxiety or depression. Some of the symptoms can
extend to more than a year and they are collectively referred
to as “Long Covid”.
Physical suffering is often only part of the difficulty that a person
faces during a traumatic event or life-threatening illness like
Covid-19. There can also be emotional and mental anguish —
and spiritual distress or struggle.
Spiritual distress arises when a person’s basic belief system is
shaken, and it can take place whether or not they are religious.
This means that during a major crisis such as the Covid-19
pandemic, we need to make sure that everyone is getting
spiritual care.
One hospital reported that, for churchgoers, feeling “alienated
from or unloved by God,” for instance, was linked with a 19 per
cent to 28 per cent increase in risk of dying. These were results
of a study carried out for patients with cardiovascular disease.
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At a time when many people are suffering from mental health
issues because of the pandemic, the study by Hall, E (2020)
found that having a close connection with a worship
community and providing service is associated with better
mental health.
Churches were found to adapt their on-going mission work to
meet the new needs of the community during Covid-19. St.
James United Methodist Church, for example, shifted meals
with the homeless to go-to boxes, changed the on-site food
pantry to a drive-thru model, brought meals to medical staff at
local hospitals, and sewed thousands of facemasks to donate
(Faller, A: 2021).
Similarly, community giving to front line staff in a hospital in
Reading, UK has been awesome. Food, fruits, money were
given to the wellbeing centre of the hospital which helped to
alleviate stress on staff working under extreme pressure due to
a rise of Covid-19 cases.
At Park United Reformed Church, Reading, UK, a hardship fund
was made available for congregates who found themselves
out of employment, furloughed or struggling financially due to
Covid-19 impact.
There are many success stories from churches helping their
communities. There is always room for all of us to do more in this
pandemic. Helping financially, spiritually or physically will go a
long way in alleviating the impact of Covid-19.
Joint Public Issues Team (JPIT): Have lobbied the government to
“reset the debt” for families in Britain swept into debt by Covid19. They have proposed a Jubilee fund which will provide
grants to pay off and cancel unavoidable debts to give those
in debts a fresh start. JPIT argue that measures to temporarily
delay evictions and defer repayments, simple postpone and
not solve the problem created by the pandemic and its
lockdown.
How can we help our communities, including global
communities, as individuals or as a congregation? This is a
challenge I leave for all of us to think about and action.
Enala Bhebhe Racial Justice Advocate Wessex Synod
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Holiday Forum in a Day - Saturday 20th March
Are you thinking about whether to attend this year’s summer
conference? Are you a regular Forumite keen to get a midyear fix of your favourite Christian get-together?
Come and experience our free event - Holiday Forum in a Day!
Following the success of our Virtual Conference last year, we
listened to your feedback about hosting a mid-year online
event - so we’re back for more fun, faith and fellowship.
Holiday Forum in a Day is a drop-in event which will feature
morning prayers, all-age worship, a theme talk, open meeting,
afternoon activities and an evening quiz. All the best bits of
Forum rolled into one day - what more could you want…?
To whet your appetite, here’s a taste of what to expect from
what promises to be a fascinating theme talk and discussion
(which we’re very excited about):
‘Naming the Elephants in the Room’ with world famous
theologians Professor Anthony Reddie in the UK and Revd Dr
Munter Isaac in Bethlehem.
Lawrence Moore talks to this summer's Forum theme leader,
Anthony Reddie, about the way our churches need to
recognise and deal with the issues of white privilege here in the
UK, and to Munther Isaac about the situations faced by the
Christian church in Israel, Palestine and the Occupied
territories.
We will also be hosting an Open Meeting to discuss proposed
changes to Forum's Constitution and Bursary policy - please join
us to discuss and cast your vote on these.
Sign up here to secure your place and spread the word to
anyone thinking of attending this summer's full conference.
This will be a really interesting day with lots of fun and
fellowship. Do hope many of you will register to attend on line.
Park in the past has always been a good supporter of this
event.
Gaye
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Prayers from Alan
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Lord, in your mercy …….Hear our Prayers
Alan
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